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Lightweight, compact and
durable design that fits and
operates where most won’t.
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Timing is everything. Especially when
it comes to boiler cleaning. But who
wants to mess around with complex mecha nisms and numerous
com po nents just to set correct blower
timing? You don’t have to with Dia mond
Power’s IR- 3Z furnace wall sootblower.
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Other wall blowers get out of time
and may not clean the desired area,
leav ing furnace wall wa ter tubes dirty
and heat transfer ineffi cient. The IR- 3Z
wall blow er, however, doesn’t re quire
me chanical timing gears to provide
the cor rect blow ing arc. Instead, an
accu rate and repeat able blowing arc is
ensured through the use of a time- de lay
replay.
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The rugged IR-3Z wall blower builds on the
proven reli abil ity of the IR-3D sootblower while
providing further simplification: four gears, a
single limit switch, and a control box, all of which
contribute to a reliable and rugged design. The
blower is small enough to fit into tight spots.
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When maintenance is required, the light and
easy design saves on both man hours and
re place ment parts.
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A single bolt and one coupling pin is all that
stands between you and replacement of the drive
unit. Removal of the motor and gear reducer is
now a job for just one person.
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With a quick adjustment of a time-delay re lay
(lo cated in the control cabinet), the IR-3Z
soot blower can be set for single or multiple
blow ing revolutions per blow ing cycle.
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The IR-3Z poppet valve is mechanically con trolled
to only allow blowing medium to flow while the
nozzle is fully inserted into the furnace. This de sign
feature eliminates furnace wall tube ero sion of
the bent tube opening due to premature opening
or late closing of the poppet valve.

Single, Venturi nozzle is set at a slight back- rack
angle for optimal cleaning performance.

High-performance Nozzle:
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A easily removable gear cover reduces
the risk of injury to personnel while also
keeping the gear set from accumulating
debris.

Hardened for long, reliable service life. Custom cams are
available for partial arc cleaning.

Blowing Arc Cam:
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Provides positive confirmation of nozzle
re trac tion.

Limit Switch:
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Fewer operating parts,
mini miz ing maintenance and
inventory re quire ments.

Single-motor Construction:
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Hardened for long service life. Drive pins provide
even force distribution on the screw tube for
reliable extension and retraction of the nozzle.

Screw Tube:
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Mechanically Operated Poppet Valve:
Positive action poppet valve with direct mechanical actuation provides reliable full-stroke
opening and closing. The pressure adjustment of the blowing medium (steam or air) is
ac complished with a separate, adjustable pressure disc. This eliminates seat and disc
damage that occurs when pressure adjustment is made by partially stroking a valve.
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A durable, easily removable cover protects per son nel
from rotating parts while shielding screw tube against
objectionalbe accumulation of debris.
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Gear Cover:

Removable Top Cover:
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Floating valve disc assures tight seat ing
ev ery time.
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The valve seat is welded in and
sur face- hardened with stellite, then lapped
in with the valve disc to ensure a 100%
leak-free valve.
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Lock pin to hold pressure setting.
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An internal adjustable pressure disc allows
very close regulation at low flow rates.
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Rugged stem, hardened valve stem guide,
and generous packing surface for mini mum
maintenance.
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Direct mechanical valve action.
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Blower Operation
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Remote operation from control system or local push button.
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Blower Travel

Standard blower travel is 267mm.
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Blower Medium Valve
(Steam or Air)

Diamond Power® mechanically operated poppet valve, integral to the sootblower.
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Blowing Pressure

Easily set by adjustment of internal pressure adjusting disc.
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Blowing Revolutions,
Blowing Time and Cycle Time
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Blower Mounted Junction
Box

Single or multiple revolutions per blowing cycle. Blowing time: 25 sec. Total cycle
time for one blowing revolution: 2 min 16 sec (using a 50Hz motor.) Sequence
allows more frequent operations as required.
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Includes a start push button, control power on/off switch and terminal strips for
connecting motor and control power wiring to the sootblower.
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Limit Switch

Lever-actuated limit switch compliant with IP55.
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YSR-6324 B5, 0.18KW, 1400 RPM, 380V, 3P.
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Class F insulation, IP54.

Motor Data
(For China Only)
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Other voltages and frequencies available.
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Motor Starter and Time
Delay Relay Cabinet

Forward and reverse motor contacts and time delay relays are mounted in
sepa rate ly mounted cabinets. Push-and-click time settings (0.1 sec minimum
in crements) provide precise control of sootblower blowing cycles.
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Nozzle Material

Heat-resistant stainless steel casting.
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Nozzle Rotation Speed

Approximately 2.5 RPM.
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Weight

Blower without junction box weighs approximately 102 Kg.
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The information contained herein is solely for informational purposes and is not offered, nor should it be
construed, as a warranty or contractual obligation. Diamond Power Machine (Hubei) Co. Inc. reserves the right
to make design or material changes without notice.
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